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User Manual

Grid-Tied Wind Controller

Please Read This User Manual Carefully Prior to Installation and

Operation of This Product.
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Notice:
1) When malfunction is not easy to eliminate or reason unclear, please keep record of the

malfunction phenomenon, and contact the manufacturer in time.

2) The controller should be put indoor where is well-ventilated.

3) Avoid exposing the controller to direct sunshine, blazing sun, rainy, moist, acid mist, dust

environment.

4) Keep the controller away from flammable and explosive gas or hazard, including flame and

spark.

1. Product Introduction
The grid-tied wind controller is specially designed for high-end wind power system. The

controller adopts PWM control mode. Generally, the grid-tied wind controller directly transmits

the electricity energy which is generated by wind turbine to grid-tied inverter. With the grid-tied

inverter conversion and control function, it gives out the stable alternating current and transmits to

utility grid.

The controller adopts LCD display module, which can display wind turbine voltage. Additionally,

this controller also has perfect protection functions.

2. Performance Description

 Reliability: Intelligentized, modularized design, simple mechanism, powerful functions. With

industrial range superior components and strict production technology, the controller can be

used in relatively severe working environment and has reliable performance and long

life-span.

 PWM Dump load Mode: When the wind turbine output voltage is higher than the pre-set

dumpload start voltage point, the controller will dumpload the redundant energy via resistor

in order to protect the grid-tied inverter from damage due to the high input voltage. Our
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company adopts PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) stepless dumpload mode. In another word,

the controller can dump residual power with division into thousands of stages.

 LCD Display Function: LCD can display system status and parameters via intuitionistic

digital and graphic forms.

 Perfect Protection Functions: TVS lightning protection, manual brake and automatic brake

protection functions.

3. Operating Flow
Notice:

User should connect the controller according to the corresponding wiring diagram.

User should connect and operate according to following procedures after all the parts installation

of wind power system are finished.

Step 1 Open the package, and then install the product after users make sure the product without

any damage.

Step 2 Connect the controller DC output terminals to grid-tied inverter. Connect wind turbine

output line to control box “WIND INPUT” terminals when the wind turbine is under

static status or in low speed running status.

Step 3 Check whether all the connections are correct and firm.
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4. LCD Operation and Display Instruction

In normally situation, the controller LCD displays the wind turbine voltage. Press the "Enter" and

"Esc" button on the controller at the same time, LCD displays the symbol which

indicates wind turbine in brake status. Wind turbine will stop rotating or running in low speed

under brake status. In this case, the wind turbine can not generate electricity. Press the "Enter" and

"Esc" button at the same time under brake status, the symbol will disappear and brake

status is released. In normal situation, the wind turbine shall be in running status rather than brake

status.

5. Parameters Data

6. Troubleshooting

Problem Possible Cause

Wind turbine doesn’t rotate

or rotates in low speed.

1. Actual wind speed is lower than the wind turbine start-up wind speed.

2. Brake switch is under “BRAKE” status.

3. Wind turbine voltage is higher than dump load start voltage, and wind

turbine is in dump load status.

Parameters WWG10-120-N00
DC OUTPUT Voltage（V）（VB） 0～200
Rated Wind Power(kW)PW 1
Maximum Wind Turbine Input Power(W) 1500
Floating Charge Voltage(V) 120V
Wind Turbine Brake Current(A) PW/VB

Dumpload Control Mode PWM
Display Mode LCD
Quiescent Current ≤20mA
Ambient Temperature & Humidity -20～+55℃/35～85%RH（Without Condensation）
Communication Function (Optional) RS232 、RS485、 RJ45、 GPRS (Optional)
Temperature Compensation
Function(Optional)

-4mV/℃/2V ,–35℃～+80℃ , Precision：±1℃

In order to serve our customers better, our company can adjust parameter configuration according to
customer’s requirement.
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No LCD display

1. LCD wire connection might be loose, please open controller case to

check. If yes, please re-connect it.

2. If the internal LED is off, it is might not reach to work voltage.

Please check the connection cables and wind turbine rotate speed.

3. If the internal LED on the circuit board is flashing, it indicates the

LCD is damaged.

4. If the internal LED is constant on, it indicates the apparatus has

malfunction, please contact us directly.

7. Guarantee and Liability

One year warranty is available for our product from the date of delivery. If the product is out of

warranty or damaged by transportation, inappropriate operation, human factors, force majeure, no

guarantee is made.

Appendix
Copper wire over current capacity:

Wire Diameter
(mm2)

Over current Capacity
(A)

Wire Diameter
(mm2)

Over current Capacity
(A)

4 ≤20 16 ≤90
6 ≤30 25 ≤125
10 ≤50


